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A. We can dejne a Gaussian process {I+, t), x E d, t 2 0) such that 
with some A < $, an 
(1.2) 
Assuming thai x1; are uniformly distributed on the unit cube of the 
d-dimensional Euclidean space, C&g6 and R&&z (19754 showed that 
(d-k 1)/(2(d +2)) < A c;. Later, they generalized their result and proved (1.1) with 
(d + 1)/(2(d +2)) < A c 5, whenever F satisfies some very strong regularity condi- 
tions. Philipp and Pinzur (1980) considered the general case and obtained (1.1) 
with i - l/(SOOOd ‘) < A < $ without assuming any conditions on F. clearly, there is 
a considerable gap between the general and the uniform cases. The results of C&g6 
and Rev&z (1975a, b) suggest hat the Phihpp-Pinzur rate should be improvable. 
The next inequality of Borisov (1982), which is of considerable interest on its own, 
can also be viewed as an essential step in this direction. 
We can define a sequence of Gaussian processes (B,,(x), x E Rd) such that 
P I sup Ian(x) - B,(x)l> Cn-1i(2(2d-*)) log n 
I 
G Ane2, 
I d XER 
with some C>O, A>0 and E 
(Y)= F(~AY)-FWF~Y). (1.3) 
Theorem is tailored for the estimation of the Prohorov-Levy distance between 
iting Gaussian measure. ates of convergence 
functionals of cy,, can be also deduced from 
>I 
as. 
= l/2-1/(4d) * 
t 
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This theorem can be use to study the almost sure b&aviour of the empirical 
process in both the x and n parameters via T(x, n) (e.g., oscillation moduli, laws 
of iterated logarithms and upper and lower classes for a,(x)). Anot 
f the Theorem is the computation of the limit points of density 
or example, let d = 2, and define 
m(y 1 x) = P{X\” s y 1 x:‘) = x}. 
Horvath and Yandell (1988) considered a kernel estimator of m(y 1~) defined by 
m,(yIx)= i I{XI”~y} 
* _ jp’ 
I 
i=l an / 
n 
c 
i= 1 
where K is an appropriate kernel function and an is a sequence of bandwidths 
converging to zero (n + 00). Assuming some regularity conditions they showed 
SUP !‘nUn)“2(~n(yIx)-~(yIx))-~n(y(x)l=O((10g10g n)“*) a-s., 
-cQtytm 
(1.5) 
where 
, Pn(YIX) an =g 1-1 K(y)duantY9 U) 
and g is the density function of Xl . (*I When we would like to determine the almost 
sure limit points of 
(2 log log n) -“2(~~~)“2(~n(~~x)-m(~~x)) 
via (1.5) and Theorem A, ii suffices to consider those of the Gaussian process 
(2~4 log log n)-“* 1 “r(y, U, n)-m(yiJC) 
is, in t 
n ‘+*(an log log n)-‘/*-Al ( 
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&&a. (1975a). Consider the sequence 
= 2’ with T= 24 and let mk = nk - &-l. 
function based on the vectors 
)). Using Theorem B we can define 
> ~m~“2’2d-” log ri5k 
I 
< mk*, (2.1) 
and E (x) = 0, Eij,(xjii&) = F(x A y) - F(x)F(y). From the sequence of indepen- 
dent Gaussian processes in (2.1) we construct a new Gaussian process by 
(2.2) 
t is easy to check that 
(x, nj) = 0 
and 
ET(X, ni jr”(n ?lj) = YliAj(r’(X A Y) - F(X)F(Y)) 
= (ni n njj(F(x A _V) - F(x)F(y)). 
ence, by a construction similar to that in the proof of Lemma 7 in CsSrgii and 
~v~sz (1975a), there is a Gaussian process {T(x, t), x E Rd, t 2 0) such that 
and 
t)=O, s) = (t A s)vG AY) - FWF(Y)), 
irtx, ni)9 x E ‘, i20) z (li’(Z& nij,XE 
)-F(x))-(W, nk)+% nk-,>)I 
XER 
f 
is easy 
(2.3) 
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ence for each 1 sj 6 we can define 
{xi”,o~i<q}, -~=~~L+)~~:j)g. l l +-p)<&+q 
such that 
max 
0SiS.n sup 
*(I) XCi-l) 
K -* x(.i),,(~)c,~~~ 
IF( 9 ’ l l 9 , p, x(i+l), . . . , XW)) 
8 
( $1) #) ‘I ' i2 3 . . . . x'i,d'), 0 <i+n&sj<d. 
We assume that these intervals Ii are left-closed. Some of them may of course end 
up containing only one point. y (2.5) we have 
max sup IF(x) - F(q)1 s df nK, 
lsiS*$ xElj 
(W 
where X~ E r,; whose components satisfy XI”< x(j), 1 ~j s d, whenever x = 
‘) E Ii (i.e., Xi is the lower left vertex of Ii). Thus we obtain 
sup InK ( F~, b) - F(x)) - r(& nK >I 
XER d 
=G maXi bK (E, (xi) - F(xi)) -r(xi9 no >I 
ISiGn 
+ mm SUP nK((F,,(x)-F(x))-(F,,(xi) -F(xi))I 
ISi=Sni XEIi 
105 
- F(x”‘, . . . , x(j-l), xi’+:, x(j+‘), . . . , x(“‘)l s l/nK (2.5) 
for all 9,. . . , xii+, x(j+‘), . . . , x (‘I NOW we consider all the intervals Ii, formed . 
by the above points of division (xi , (‘) 0~ i s nK + l}, i.e., intervals whose vertices 
are of the form 
=A,(n,)+A2(nK)+A,(nK)g 
Let yi be the upper right vertex of Ii. hen by (2.6 j we have 
KI(F,,(x,)-~~,(yi-))-( 
where F(y-) = lim ernstein ine 
acd (2.6) we get, 
i)- 
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On letting ! = C,nK’ log nK in (2.8) we obtain 
,(flK)=,lognK)sfii2, (2.9 
if G, is large enoug 
qext we observe that { ni”*r(x, nK ); x E Rd} ’ { K(X)‘XERdl for eat 
where “K is defined in Theorem B. Thus combining (2.9) with Theorem 
arrive at 
P{A3(nK) > czn$2-1’(2(2d-“) log nK) 
=P max supi 
ISiSn$ XEli 
nK (x) - &, (&)I > C2n~1’(2”d-1” log nk 
~An-,‘+~{~~(nK)>(C,/2)n’K12-1’(2(2d-”’~Og nK} 
G (A + l)nc*. (2.10) 
In order to estimate 
if 
Y’,“= P?ZL”pk(Xi)-(r(#,, nk)--(xi, nk_,)) 
Imi’*Pk(xi)--(r(Xi9 nk)-r(xi, ?&_l))l < Cm~‘2-1”2(2d-“’ log mk, 
and zero otherwise. Next we show that we have 
log K f m~.d-2)lW-l) 1 
k=l 
( og mk)2)1’2). (2.11  
For each fixed i the random variables YF), k = I, . . . , K, are independent and 
uniformly bounded by ~mly/2-“(2’2d-1)) log mK. Also, 
K 
< c2 c mjfd-2)‘(2d-‘)(log mk)‘, 
k=l 
Using again the above quoted Bernstein inequality we have 
(2.12) 
(2d-2)/(2d-I)r 
a k 
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orel-Cantelli le plies (2.11). Using now (2.3) together with the 
Borel-Cantelli le ma, we obtain 
A,(Q) =‘ max; f Y’,“+ 
ISiSn k-l 
Collecting (2.7), (2.9), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13) we have 
sup InK(F,k(X)-F(x)) 
XER d 
-r(x,nK)j’O 
E’ O(n K l/2-1/(4d) 
(1 cg t?K 
3/2 
) ) . 
The Theorem will now be proved if we can show that we have also 
max sup Ik(F,(x) -F(n)) 
nK_,tktnK xeR 
d 
-nK-,(F,,_i(x)-~(X))’ 0(n$2-1’(4d)(log nK)3’2), 
and similartxl 
max sup Ir(& n&__l) -r(& k)( a” 0(&2-1’(4d)(log nK)3’2). 
nK_,<kcnK XER 
d 
We start with (2.15). First we observe that 
{k(Fk(x)-F(x))-nK-1 (F,K_,(X) - F(x)), nK --I< k < nK 1 
= {k(F,(x) -F(x)), 3. < kc nK - n&l= mk}. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
The inequality of efer (1961) (cf. also Adler and Brown (1986)) implies that there 
is a constant C4 such that 
P 
{ 
k’12 sup lFk(x) - F(x)1 > t 
XERd I 
S C4 exp(-t). (2.18) 
Using now (2.18) we get 
max supd Ik(F,(x) - F(x)) - %H( 
z,,-,ckcnK XER 
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It is well known that for any distribution function F on Rd there is a distribution 
function J on [O, Ild wit uniform marginals such that 
( ) x = (2.20) 
where &..., Gd are the marginal distribution fundOnS of E Let {i=(y, t), y E 
[0, l]“, t 3 0) be a Gaussian process with &, t) = 0 whenever any of the components 
Yww Yd of y or t is zero, f( 1,. . . , 1, t) =0, &y, t) - 0 and 
E&Y, s)f(y, t) = ( s A t)ob AY) - JWJ(y)). 
Hence, and by (2.20), we have 
{r(lc, t),xE Rd, t~O}={f(G,(x,), . . . , G&d), t),xE Rd, ?30} 
and consequently, also 
2 (PGW, . . . f) Gd(Xd), U), x E Rd, 0~ us nK - nK+} (2.21) 
for every fixed nK _l and n K. Using (2.21) and then Lemma 2 in Lai (1974) we get 
G ? 
( 
max sup [f(y, s(nK - nK_,))I > cgn~‘t 
Jx[cJ,l I(’ osss I I 
s C6 exp( - t*), (2.22) 
if tHZ,, re G, G, Lo7 are positive constants. On letting f = (log mK )I’* in 
(2.22), the rel-Cantelli lemma implies (2.16). 
16s Csiirgii was visiting t 
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Concerning our rate of approximation in (1.4) we should like to note that 
concurrently Massart (1987) proved (1.4), in case of the distribution function 4;‘ 
replaced by the Lebesgue measure on [0, l]“, with the rate n”2-“‘2d’(log n)2+u(d), 
where a(d) =i for d=2, 3 and a.(d)=3/(2d-2)-i ifda4. The latter is like the 
Kiefer type approximation of Komlos, Major and Tusn6dy (1975) in 
be of interest to find out whether a similar rate with 1/(2d) replaci 
(1.4) could be also true in terms of its arbitrary distribution function F on Rd. In 
the case of uniform distribution on the unit cube of Rd Massart (1987) also proved 
optimal versions of Theorem ich, among many others, generalize and improve 
on results in Csiirgii and Rev&z (P975a). 
P. Massart, Strong approximation for multidimensional empirical and related processcb, via K.M.T. 
constructions, Prepublications 87T13, Universite de Paris-Sud, Departement de Mathematique, BEit. 
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